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Time

Session

AWST:
09:00 – 10:30

AEST:
11:00 – 12:30

Parallel Session I
Chair: Christene Lynch
Location: Main Room
Connect via Zoom 1
(https://unimelb.zoom.us
/j/88517858310?pwd=bDQxRW5GYTNtdGFNLzFGRlF3UTNwQT09)

Parallel 1 Slack Channel
(https://asa2021.slack.com/channels/jul14-wednesday-
0900awst-parallel1)

09:00 (AWST) / 11:00 (AEST)
What’s new with the GASKAP HI Survey?
Katie Jameson

Abstract (click to expand)
The Galactic ASKAP (GASKAP) HI survey is now
underway and producing stunning, new observations of HI
in our Galaxy and the Magellanic System. Studying the
most local neutral atomic gas allows us to understand the
details of the processes that drive galaxy evolution and
provide critical tests of existing theoretical models and
simulations. I will present a status update on behalf of the
GASKAP-HI team and highlight the active science areas
we are investigating with our Pilot data, including:
filaments, turbulence, line decomposition and kinematic
structure, absorption measurements, and comparisons
with other phases of the ISM and magnetic fields.

09:15 (AWST) / 11:15 (AEST)
HI Absorption with GASKAP
James Dempsey

Abstract (click to expand)
The Galactic ASKAP (GASKAP) project is opening a new
window on cold (40 – 200K) neutral hydrogen in the local
universe. We are, for the first time, taking an unbiased
sample of absorption by this cold gas across large fields of
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view. This allows us to map out the cold gas across both
our nearest neighbours as well as our own Galaxy. I will
present this new view we are seeing of cold HI in both the
Small Magellanic Cloud and the Galactic Plane towards
the bar.

09:30 (AWST) / 11:30 (AEST)
Exploring the build-up of gas in simulated galaxies
Ruby June Wright

Abstract (click to expand)
The inflow of cosmological gas onto haloes and galaxies,
while challenging to directly observe and quantify, plays a
fundamental role in the setting their observable properties
over cosmic time. I will present several new results from
my current work, which explores net gas accretion rates to
central and satellite galaxies in the EAGLE
hydrodynamical simulations. At z=0, we find that at least
half of all central galaxies are net accreting gas, compared
to only 20-30% of satellite galaxies below 10^11 Msun –
dropping close to 0% for satellites in massive
(>10^14Msun) haloes. If we control for the mass of a
galaxy relative to its halo, we find that centrals and
satellites actually exhibit similar inflow rates for the small
overlap in their stellar-halo mass ratio. Our work, which
accounts for the combined effect of gas accretion and
outflows, quantifies how environment influences the
baryon cycle of galaxies in a cosmological context.

09:45 (AWST) / 11:45 (AEST)
Searches for gamma-ray burst radio afterglows with the
Australian Square Kilometre Array Pathfinder
James Leung

Abstract (click to expand)
In this talk, I will discuss two interesting results from our
searches for GRB radio afterglows using unbiased wide-
field ASKAP surveys. (1) We detected the radio afterglow
of low-luminosity GRB 171205A approximately 511 days
post-burst in a targeted search through the Rapid ASKAP
Continuum Survey (RACS) and the ASKAP Survey for
Variables and Slow Transients (VAST). This was the first
confirmed detection of a GRB afterglow in an unbiased
wide-field radio survey (Leung et al. 2021; MNRAS, 503,
2). Follow-up radio observations with the Australia
Telescope Compact Array along with archival radio data
revealed clear signatures of a wind-like circumburst
medium and typical microphysical burst parameters
consistent with the wider population of GRBs. (2) We
identified a candidate dark burst radio afterglow
associated with GRB 150428A in a subsequent
commensal search in ASKAP archives and conducted
further radio observations to characterise this candidate.
As telescope time allocation is limited, dark bursts (GRBs
with dust-suppressed optical counterparts) are often not
prioritised in traditional radio follow-up campaigns, making
it difficult for the microphysical parameters and energetics
of these bursts to be constrained – our work demonstrates
that wide-field surveys could be a useful, complementary
alternative for bursts where traditional follow-up is unlikely
or difficult. Lastly, we will also discuss our techniques for
ongoing searches in VAST data for off-axis GRB
afterglows without a high-energy counterpart, or “orphan
afterglows”, which will allow us to constrain the true GRB
population rate and their jet geometry.

10:00 (AWST) / 12:00 (AEST)
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Ionospheric effects on MWA Epoch of Reionisation
observations.
Kariuki Chege

Abstract (click to expand)
The Epoch of Reionisation (EoR) is the period within which
the neutral universe transitioned to an ionised one. This
period remains unobserved using low-frequency radio
interferometers which target the 21 cm signal of neutral
hydrogen emitted in this era. The Murchison Widefield
Array (MWA) radio telescope was built with the detection
of this signal as one of its major science goals. One of the
most significant challenges towards a successful detection
is that of calibration, especially in the presence of the
Earth’s ionosphere. By introducing refractive source shifts,
distorting source shapes and scintillating flux densities, the
ionosphere is a major nuisance in low-frequency radio
astronomy. We introduce SIVIO, a software tool developed
for simulating observations of the MWA through different
ionospheric conditions estimated using thin screen
approximation models and propagated into the visibilities.
This enables us to directly assess the impact of the
ionosphere on observed EoR data and the resulting power
spectra. We show that the simulated data captures the
dispersive behaviour of ionospheric effects. We then
investigate the effects of different ionospheric turbulence
levels and spatial structure on the 21 cm power spectrum
both in simulations and observed MWA data, as well as,
improved methods in MWA ionospheric calibration. In turn,
this will inform on the best strategies of identifying and
efficiently eliminating ionospheric contamination in EoR
data moving into the Square Kilometre Array era.

10:15 (AWST) / 12:15 (AEST)
Unpacking the Complex Merger in Abell 3266 with
ASKAP-EMU and the ATCA
Chris Riseley

Abstract (click to expand)
Clusters of galaxies provide ideal physical laboratories for
studying a wide range of physical processes associated
with hot gas (thermal components) and magnetic fields
(non-thermal components). However, studying cluster
magnetic fields in detail is difficult, due to the wide variety
of physical processes undergone by clusters during their
lifetime. Diffuse radio sources (such as the canonical relics
and haloes) and tailed radio galaxies (which are frequently
found in clusters) can provide key signposts to these
physical processes, and thus help us understand the
magnetic field topography. Abell 3266 is a rich, Southern
cluster undergoing a particularly complex merger event,
and as such provides a golden opportunity to study the
thermal and non-thermal properties of the intracluster
medium (ICM) on a broad variety of scales. In this talk, I
will present the results of new, deep radio observations
performed with the Australia Telescope Compact Array
(ATCA) and Australian Square Kilometre Array Pathfinder
(ASKAP). These observations reveal a plethora of
previously-unseen diffuse, steep-spectrum radio sources
associated with the ICM; additionally, we detect a
multitude of active and remnant radio galaxies that are
now resolved in unprecedented detail. Using our exquisite
new radio data in conjunction with X-ray observations from
XMM-Newton and eROSITA, I will discuss the properties
of these newly-discovered sources, and what we can learn
from them — both about their nature and the dynamical
history of Abell 3266 — as well as what this means for
upcoming cluster surveys with ASKAP.
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Parallel Session II
Chair: Paul Lasky
Location: Secondary Room
Connect via Zoom 2
(https://unimelb.zoom.us
/j/83331340331?pwd=VDRKdllHUnhST0RkODJKSkNWVVVlUT09)

Parallel 2 Slack Channel
(https://asa2021.slack.com/channels/jul14-wednesday-
0900awst-parallel2)

09:00 (AWST) / 11:00 (AEST)
Bayesian reconstructions of unmodeled gravitational-wave
bursts in the GW detection era
Meg Millhouse

Abstract (click to expand)
The Advanced LIGO and Virgo detectors have now
reported dozens of detections of gravitational waves from
compact binary systems. As we observe more of the
gravitational-wave universe, we may detect signals from
novel sources, for example core-collapse supernovae or
the remnant of a binary neutron star merger. Some of
these sources are not well modeled, and therefore it is
important to be able to confidently detect and characterize
gravitational waves with minimal assumptions about the
signal morphology. One method to recover generic signals
is the BayesWave algorithm which uses a reversible-jump
Markov chain Monte Carlo to reconstruct transient events
in detector data as a sum of sine-Gaussian wavelets or
chirplets. In this talk, we will give an overview of
BayesWave, then introduce improvements made to the
algorithm and its applications in the era of gravitational-
wave detection.

09:15 (AWST) / 11:15 (AEST)
Denoising and Localization of Gravitational Waves using
Deep Learning
Chayan Chatterjee

Abstract (click to expand)
Gravitational Waves (GW) are ripples in space-time
created by the collision and merger of heavy, compact
objects like black holes and neutron stars. The co-incident
detection of GWs and a short gamma-ray burst in 2017
has started a new era in multi-messenger astronomy and
has provided us deep insight into the abundances and
rates of mergers of GW sources in the universe. In order
to have more co-incident detections, these sources need
to be localized with very high accuracy and with much
greater speed than what currently used Bayesian
inference techniques afford. In this talk, I am going to
describe how deep learning models can be used to
localize GW sources orders of magnitude faster, with
comparable accuracy to optimal Bayesian algorithms. In
particular, I am going to describe two deep learning
models, optimized for two specific tasks: a denoising
autoencoder for extracting pure GW waveforms from noise
and an encoder-decoder network that uses the pure
waveforms for accurate localization of the GW sources.

09:30 (AWST) / 11:30 (AEST)
Eccentricity in Gravitational-Wave Transients: Implications
for Single Events, Families and Populations
Isobel Romero-Shaw

Abstract (click to expand)
Since their first detection in 2015, LIGO and Virgo have
reported more than 50 gravitational-wave signals. These
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space-time ripples come from coalescing compact
binaries, which spiral around each other before they
plunge together and merge. The paths that these objects
trace around each other in the fragments of seconds
before they merge can contain a wealth of information
about the previous lives of these objects. Binary compact
objects have two overarching formation channels: isolated,
in which the pair live from birth to death as a binary
without any external influence, and dynamical, in which
two compact objects become bound in a populous
environment like a star cluster. Isolated binaries are
expected to trace circular paths around each other close to
merger. However, when binaries form dynamically, their
paths can be elliptical. This orbital eccentricity can be
inferred from the gravitational-wave signal of the binary. In
this talk, I present constraints on eccentricity obtained for
binary black hole and neutron star coalescences detected
by Advanced LIGO and Virgo, including ‘monster’ binary
black hole GW190521. I showcase related work that uses
binary properties like eccentricity to distinguish first-
generation from multi-generational mergers. I show how
future detectors will be able to use similar methods to
trace the evolution of globular clusters in the Universe.
Finally, I show how the orbital eccentricity of a single
binary can have implications for every binary so far
detected by LIGO and Virgo.

09:45 (AWST) / 11:45 (AEST)
Probing gamma-ray bursts during the A+ gravitational
wave era
Eric J Howell

Abstract (click to expand)
A number of high energy satellites have been proposed to
coincide with the A+ gravitational wave (GW) observation
run with the key goal of probing gamma-ray bursts (GRBs)
through joint GW-GRB observations. Calculating the
expected joint gravitational wave – gamma ray burst
detection rates is an important part of the design studies
for these instruments. I will present two complementary
NASA GRB missions, StarBurst and MoonBeam, set for
operation during the A+ era. I will discuss the framework
used to calculate joint rates in the design studies for these
instruments over a range of GW networks and gamma-ray
sensitivities. I will present joint inference of the gamma-ray
burst jet structure, rate evolution and luminosity function of
the sources and show how this is an important component
in predicting joint event rates.

10:00 (AWST) / 12:00 (AEST)
Anti-glitches in accreting pulsars from superfluid vortex
avalanches
George Howitt

Abstract (click to expand)
Pulsar glitches are sudden increases in spin frequency
that occur against a background of steady spin down.
Recent observations from the NICER instrument on the
International Space Station have detected several ‘anti-
glitches’, sudden decreases in spin frequency, in the
accreting pulsar NGC 300 ULX-1. While several anti-
glitches have been observed in magnetars, this is the first
case where the pulsar is spinning up, suggesting a direct
analogue of glitches in decelerating pulsars. I present the
results of simulations that demonstrate that glitches and
anti-glitches can be caused by superfluid vortex
avalanches, and compare the properties of glitch and anti-
glitch size and waiting time probability distributions.
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10:15 (AWST) / 12:15 (AEST)
Tidal disruption of a solar mass star by a million solar
mass black hole
Daniel Price

Abstract (click to expand)
I will present a world-first simulation of the tidal disruption
of a 1Msun star on a parabolic orbit by a million solar
mass black hole, following the disruption and subsequent
long-timescale fallback of material for up to one year post-
disruption, performed in full General Relativity in the Kerr
metric. I will demonstrate the formation of an eccentric
accretion disc from stream-stream collisions and the
powering of an optically thick, super-Eddington outflow. I
will show several decades-old mysteries regarding tidal
disruption events (TDEs) can be understood in the light of
our simulation results, including why observed TDE seem
to emit in the optical/UV rather than X-ray band.

AWST:
10:30 – 11:30

AEST:
12:30 – 13:30

Coffee/Lunch Break
Location: Refreshments

AAL Industry Engagement Session
Location: Main Room
Connect via Zoom 3
(https://unimelb.zoom.us
/j/85199387285?pwd=Y0wvWHFPbFQ0TFFNYW83TkVHbEw4dz09)

Abstract (click to expand)
In this workshop we will provide a broad view on
commercialisation across Australian astronomy, before
introducing some examples of commercialisation in action
and then opening the session for Q and A. This workshop
is to be the first step in the development of an astronomy
commercialisation community aimed at reducing the
barriers to astronomers and departments wanting to follow
this route.

AWST:
11:30 – 13:00

AEST:
13:30 – 15:00

Parallel Session I
Chair: Jesse van de Sande
Location: Main Room
Connect via Zoom 1
(https://unimelb.zoom.us
/j/88517858310?pwd=bDQxRW5GYTNtdGFNLzFGRlF3UTNwQT09)

Parallel 1 Slack Channel
(https://asa2021.slack.com/channels/jul14-wednesday-
1130awst-parallel1)

11:30 (AWST) / 13:30 (AEST)
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The assembly history of lenticular galaxies from the
combined kinematics of stars, globular clusters and
planetary nebulae out to six effective radii
Arianna Dolfi

Abstract (click to expand)
We study the assembly history of a sample of nine
selected lenticular (S0) galaxies from their large radii
kinematics that extend out to ~6 effective radii (Re) by
combining the kinematics of the stars, globular cluster
(GC) and planetary nebulae (PNe) tracers. We find that six
galaxies show good kinematic alignment of the GC and
PNe tracers with respect to the underlying stars in the
overlapping radii (i.e. within ~2-3 Re), therefore suggesting
that both GCs and PNe are good tracers of the underlying
stellar population beyond that traced by the stars. On the
other hand, the remaining three galaxies show kinematic
twists and misalignment of both the GC and PNe tracers
with respect to the underlying stars, therefore suggesting
recent galaxy interactions and mergers. From the
comparison with simulations, extending out to similar
galactocentric radii (i.e. ~5 Re), we suggest that all six
aligned galaxies that show similar dispersion-dominated
kinematics at large radii (i.e. >2-3 Re) had similar late
(z<1) assembly histories characterised by mini mergers
(mass-ratio<1:10). The different Vrot/σ profiles of the inner
regions are then the result of an early (z>1) gas-rich minor
merger (1:101:4) merger that spun-up the rotation of both
the red and blue GC sub-populations at large radii.
Overall, we find that the formation histories of S0 galaxies
in low-density environments can be quite complex with
merger events playing a crucial role in shaping the
observed distinct Vrot/σ profiles of the different kinematic
tracers (i.e. stars, GCs and PNe) in our galaxies out to
large radii, depending mainly on their time of occurrence,
specific orbital configuration and mass-ratio.

11:45 (AWST) / 13:45 (AEST)
Density slopes of early-type galaxies from spatially
resolved MUSE stellar dynamics up to redshift ~ 0.5
Caro Derkenne

Abstract (click to expand)
Simulations of early-type galaxies through cosmic time
indicate the average density slope of early-type galaxies
was as steep as -3 at redshifts of ~2, and approaches the
`isothermal’ slope of -2 in the local Universe via dry
mergers, which agrees with local Universe dynamical
modelling results. However, at intermediate redshifts (0.3
< z < 1), gravitational lensing measurements of density
profiles show the opposite evolution. In this talk I will
present the results of flexible Jeans Anisotropic MGE
(JAM) modelling of 90 early-type galaxies in the HST
Frontier Fields sample in the redshift range 0.3 < z < 0.54.
Dynamical models were built using MUSE 2D stellar
kinematics combined with HST photometry, with the same
methods as local Universe studies. The results indicate no
evolution in the density slope in the past 4-6 Gyrs of
cosmic time, which supports a dry merger model and is at
tension with lensing results. These results will be tested
with high-quality data from the new MAGPI survey, which
will allow us to examine potential environmental effects in
the near future.

12:00 (AWST) / 14:00 (AEST)
The SAMI galaxy survey: The universal metallicity-
gravitational potential relation and its constraints on the
quenching timescale of central galaxies
Sam Vaughan
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Abstract (click to expand)
We use the SAMI galaxy survey to study the relationship
between stellar metallicity and gravitational potential in
1902 nearby galaxies. We build on previous work to show
that all galaxies, regardless of star-formation rate, lie on a
single relation between their central metallicity( [Z/H]) and
their gravitational potential (~M/r). We then build a toy
model to explain our results, finding that the mass-
metallicity, potential-metallicity and mass-size plans can
be recovered in a model where galaxies quench nearly
instantaneously. This is in contrast to previous work which
showed that the quenching of galaxies must be slow to
recover the mass-metallicity relation, and highlights the
importance of measuring the size of galaxies (as well as
their stellar mass) when studying their evolutionary paths.

12:15 (AWST) / 14:15 (AEST)
HI KOALA IFS dwarf galaxy survey
Ángel R. López-Sánchez

Abstract (click to expand)
The “HI KOALA IFS Dwarf galaxy Survey” (Hi-KIDS) uses
KOALA+AAOmega at the Anglo-Australian Telescope
(AAT) to get good-quality IFS data of a sample of nearby
dwarf and irregular galaxies for which we already have
21cm HI interferometric data, exploring a parameter space
which is not studied by current IFS galaxy surveys. Hi-
KIDS studies the global and local properties of the ionized
gas (metallicity, SFR, kinematics) and the stellar
component (star-formation history, kinematics) of these
dwarf galaxies. It also compares the combined IFS+radio
data with theoretical predictions of chemical evolution
models to investigate the efficiency of the conversion of
gas into stars. Hi-KIDS will provide a comprehensive
picture of the physical processes ruling dwarf galaxies, the
data will be released publicly in AAO’s Data Central as
legacy. In this talk I will provide an update of the survey,
including discussing the effort made in the developing of
the PyKOALA code to process the KOALA data. I will also
emphasise how Hi-KIDS is a nice example of a science
case for exploring the resolved properties of nearby
galaxies using BlueMUSE at the VLT in the near future.

12:30 (AWST) / 14:30 (AEST)
The SAMI Galaxy Survey: Internal mass distributions and
orbital structures of passive galaxies from orbit-
superposition Schwarzschild models
Giulia Santucci

Abstract (click to expand)
Galaxy mergers play an important role in how galaxies
evolve over time, however, extragalactic astronomers do
not yet completely understand the process by which those
mergers happen. The merger history of a galaxy is thought
to be one of the major factors that determines the internal
kinematic structures of galaxies, with galaxies having
undergone more mergers predicted to show different
properties. Therefore, we expect that the internal
kinematic structures of passive galaxies could show
different characteristics depending on their merging
history. We apply Schwarzschild orbit-superposition
models to passive galaxies in the SAMI Galaxy Survey in
order to reconstruct their internal kinematic structure and
mass distribution. We find that changes in the internal
structures are mostly driven by stellar mass and we see
intriguing signs of different orbital structures in galaxies
with different kinematic signatures.
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12:45 (AWST) / 14:45 (AEST)
Space Surveillance using the Murchison Widefield Array
Steve Prabu

Abstract (click to expand)
The growing number of Low Earth Orbit (LEO) objects has
been an increasing concern for the Space Domain
Awareness (SDA) community and the astronomy
community. While the rapidly increasing number of
satellites demands the development of a wide field-of-view
SDA sensors that is capable of performing simultaneous
detections, many recent studies have also highlighted the
importance of understanding the near-earth environment
for astronomy in optical, infrared, and radio wavelengths.
Hence, we address these issues by using a low-frequency
radio-interferometer, the Murchison Widefield Array
(MWA), to perform space surveillance using passive radar
techniques, whilst understanding its impact on FM band
observations performed from the Murchison Radio-
Observatory (home to the MWA and the future low-
frequency Square Kilometer Array). In this talk, I will
summarise the non-coherent passive radar capability
developed using the MWA. We have developed and tested
a LEO blind detection pipeline on archived MWA data, and
we detect over 70 unique objects over multiple passes,
demonstrating the MWA to be a valuable addition to the
global SDA network. We detect LEO objects as small as
0.03 m2 radar cross-section and as far as ~1000 km.
Additionally, we also detect FM reflections from Geminid
meteors and aircrafts flying over the MWA. For many of
the nearby detected objects, we split the MWA into two
sub-arrays and perform line-of-sight range measurements
using the parallax method. As part of this analysis, we
show that the standard MWA RFI flagging strategy misses
most of this RFI and that this should be a careful
consideration for the SKA. We also demonstrate orbit
determination and LEO catalog maintenance capability
using the MWA, and the obtained orbital elements are in
good agreement with the publicly released orbital
elements by the Space Surveillance Network (SSN).
Based on our understanding of the MWA SDA system, I
conclude the talk by briefly describing the methods to
mitigate the impact of FM reflecting LEO satellites on
radio-astronomy observations, and how maintaining a
catalog of FM reflecting LEO objects is in the best interest
of both SDA and radio-astronomy.

Parallel Session II
Chair: Meg Millhouse
Location: Secondary Room
Connect via Zoom 2
(https://unimelb.zoom.us
/j/83331340331?pwd=VDRKdllHUnhST0RkODJKSkNWVVVlUT09)

Parallel 2 Slack Channel
(https://asa2021.slack.com/channels/jul14-wednesday-
1130awst-parallel2)

11:30 (AWST) / 13:30 (AEST)
Population Properties of Compact Objects from the
Second LIGO-Virgo Gravitational-Wave Transient
Catalogue
Shanika Galaudage

Abstract (click to expand)
The latest observing runs of Advanced LIGO/Virgo have
brought dozens of new detections, ushering in the era of
gravitational-wave catalogues. By studying populations of
binary black hole (BBH) we are learning about the mass
and spin distributions of black holes, allowing us to probe
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stellar evolution and binary formation mechanisms. In this
talk, I describe the emerging picture of black hole mass
and spin distributions from the population analysis of
second LIGO-Virgo Gravitational-Wave Transient
Catalogue (GWTC-2). First, we find that the primary mass
spectrum contains structure beyond a power-law with a
sharp high-mass cut-off. Second, we find that a fraction of
BBH systems have component spins misaligned with the
orbital angular momentum, giving rise to precession of the
orbital plane. Moreover, 12% to 44% of BBH systems have
spins tilted by more than 90 degrees, giving rise to a
negative effective inspiral spin parameter. Third, we have
updated merger rates for binary black holes and binary
neutron stars. Additionally, we examine recent exceptional
events in the context of our population models, finding that
the asymmetric masses of GW190412 and the high
component masses of GW190521 are consistent with our
models, but the low secondary mass of GW190814 makes
it an outlier.

11:45 (AWST) / 13:45 (AEST)
Morphology-dependent Black Hole Scaling Relations: A
Consequence of Physical Formation and Evolution
Processes
Nandini Sahu

Abstract (click to expand)
In my talk, I will present the latest observed black hole-
galaxy correlations, which have been found to have
divisions depending on the host galaxy morphology. This
work is based on the largest sample of local galaxies with
dynamically measured central supermassive black hole
(SMBH) masses. We measured the host galaxy properties
using state-of-art two-dimensional isophotal modeling and
the multi-component photometric-decomposition,
incorporating the kinematic evidences for the presence of
stellar disks. These decompositions allowed us to
accurately estimate the galactic bulge/spheroid properties
and reliably identify the galaxy morphologies. We
investigated the black hole mass scaling relations for
various sub-morphological classes of the galaxies, i.e.,
galaxies with and without a rotating stellar disk, early-type
(E, ES, S0) versus late-type galaxies (all spirals), barred
versus non-barred galaxies, and Sersic (gas-abundant
accretion/wet merger) versus core-Sersic (depleted-core,
dry merger) galaxies. Consequently, we have discovered
significantly modified correlations of black hole mass with
galaxy properties, e.g., the spheroid stellar mass, total
galaxy stellar mass, central stellar velocity dispersion,
bulge central light concentration (Sersic index), bulge size,
and the projected and internal stellar mass density of the
bulge. The final scaling relations are dependent on galaxy
morphology, which is fundamentally linked with galaxy
formation and evolutionary paths. These relations provide
consistent predictions for the very recent directly-
measured super massive and ultra massive black holes.
The morphological dependence of black hole scaling
relations poses ramifications for the virial factor and offers
tests for simulations and theories for black hole-galaxy co-
evolution. These scaling relations provide an easier way to
estimate tidal disruption event rates, black hole merger
time scales, morphology-aware black hole mass function,
and improved characteristic strain model for the ground-
based and space-based detection of long-wavelength
gravitational waves generated by merging SMBHs.

12:00 (AWST) / 14:00 (AEST)
Hierarchical Formation Of Intermediate Mass Black Holes
Oliver Anagnostou
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Abstract (click to expand)
The gravitational wave event GW190521 involves the
merger of two black holes of ~ 85 M  and ~ 66 M
forming an intermediate-mass black hole (IMBH) of mass
~ 142 M . Both progenitors are challenging to explain
within standard stellar evolution as they may belong to the
upper black-hole mass gap. In this talk we propose a
dynamical formation pathway for this IMBH based on
multiple dynamical black hole mergers in the core of a
dense star cluster. We investigate the simulated evolution
of a specific merger chain involving seven individual
mergers, attaining a final mass of ~ 97.8 M . We discuss
the dynamical interactions that lead to the final IMBH
product, and the evolution of the whole simulated black
hole population. We also explore the effects of
gravitational recoil on the viability of such a merger
scenario. From the analysis, we estimate an event rate
broadly consistent with the mean rate implied by
GW19052, assuming that gravitational recoil ejection of
progenitors has a low probability. We discuss implications
for future gravitational wave detections of IMBHs,
emphasising the importance of studying pathways for
formation of BHs within the upper mass gap as a means to
constrain such modelling.

12:15 (AWST) / 14:15 (AEST)
Gravitational waves from 3D simulations of supernovae
including rotation and magnetic fields
Jade Powell

Abstract (click to expand)
Core-collapse supernovae (CCSNe) are a promising future
multi-messenger source for gravitational wave detectors.
In recent years, significant progress has been made in the
modeling of regular neutrino-driven CCSN explosions.
However, the gravitational wave emission from stronger
hypernova explosions, powered by magnetic fields and
rotation, have not been extensively modeled in three
dimensions beyond the core bounce phase. Therefore, we
investigate the impacts of rotation and magnetic fields on
the explosion dynamics and gravitational wave emission of
CCSNe in three dimensions. We simulate a 39 solar mass
progenitor star with two different initial magnetic fields
strengths up to 0.68s after the core bounce. We find our
magnetorotational explosion models show differences in
the time-frequency morphology of the post bounce
gravitational wave emission in comparison to the neutrino-
driven case. Our models have strong gravitational wave
amplitudes that may be detectable out to ~4Mpc in a
single Cosmic Explorer detector, and out to ~2Mpc by the
Einstein Telescope.

12:30 (AWST) / 14:30 (AEST)
Detecting binary neutron star post-merger remnants and
measuring when they collapse
Paul Easter

Abstract (click to expand)
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Post-merger remnants from binary neutron star mergers
are some of the most extreme forms of matter in the
universe. With densities close to the limit where matter
collapses into a black hole and temperatures exceeding
100GK. In coming years, gravitational waves offer the best
method for directly observing these remnants. However,
numerical-relativity simulations show that the structure of
the gravitational waveform is complex. Here I show how
we can model post-merger waveforms to allow the future
detection of these remnants. We further show how well we
can measure the time when a merger remnant collapses to
a black hole for near-future gravitational-wave detectors.

12:45 (AWST) / 14:45 (AEST)
A Comprehensive Search for the Radio Counterpart of
GW190814
Dougal Dobie

Abstract (click to expand)
We have performed 10 epochs of observations covering
90% of the localisation of GW190814, a possible NS-BH
merger, with the Australian Square Kilometre Array
Pathfinder spanning 2 to 655 days post-merger. While no
radio counterpart has been detected to-date, this non-
detection allows us to place tight constraints on the
properties of GW190814. In this talk I will present the
results of our observations as well as prospects for follow-
up during future observing runs.

AWST:
13:00 – 14:00

AEST:
15:00 – 16:00

Coffee/Lunch Break
Location: Refreshments

AGM
Location: Main Room
Connect via Zoom 3
(https://unimelb.zoom.us
/j/85199387285?pwd=Y0wvWHFPbFQ0TFFNYW83TkVHbEw4dz09)

AGM Slack Channel
(https://asa2021.slack.com/channels/agm-session)

AWST:
14:00 – 15:30

AEST:
16:00 – 17:30

Plenary Session
Chair: John Lattanzio
Location: Main Room
Connect via Zoom 1
(https://unimelb.zoom.us
/j/88517858310?pwd=bDQxRW5GYTNtdGFNLzFGRlF3UTNwQT09)

Wednesday Plenary Slack Channel
(https://asa2021.slack.com/channels/jul14-wednesday-plenary)

14:00 (AWST) / 16:00 (AEST)
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Bok Prize Lecture: Simulations of Globular Cluster
Formation
Madeleine McKenzie

Abstract (click to expand)
Globular cluster (GC) formation is one of the most
intriguing puzzles in Galactic Archaeology. These relics
from the high-redshift Universe are unique low-metalicity
laboratories composed of two or more distinct stellar
populations. Proposed explanations for the formation of
multiple populations generally focus on processes
independent of the GC’s environment. However, using
original, self-consistent hydrodynamical simulations, I will
discuss GC formation in the context of their parent
galaxies. Our simulations produce a diverse range of
clusters with characteristics consistent with observed GCs.
We achieve this by altering the initial conditions of not only
the GC progenitor but also its host dwarf galaxy. I will
address the physical implications of our simulations,
present scaling relations that align with current
observations and relate these results back to our
understanding of high-redshift dwarf galaxies.

14:20 (AWST) / 16:20 (AEST)
The galaxy within the Galaxy: Evidence from APOGEE for
the presence of a major building block of the Milky Way
halo buried in the inner Galaxy
Danny Horta

Abstract (click to expand)
It is known that the Galactic stellar halo holds crucial
information for disentangling the mass assembly history of
the Galaxy. The chemo-dynamical information encoded in
halo stars enables the reconstruction of the Milky Way. Of
particular importance are the halo populations of the inner
Galaxy, as they likely retain pivotal information that may
help decode early stages of the formation and mass
assembly of the Milky Way, but however has so far been
concealed due to the limitations in observing such regions
due to high stellar density and dust extinction. In this talk, I
will provide evidence for the discovery of a metal-poor
structure located within the heart of the Galaxy that
displays chemo-dynamic signatures of accreted
populations. Characterised by a chemical composition
resembling those of low mass satellite galaxies of the
Milky Way, this structure appears to be chemically and
dynamically detached from its more metal-rich
counterparts in the inner Galaxy. We speculate this newly
identified inner Galaxy structure (dubbed “Heracles”) is
associated with an accretion event that occurred in the
early life of the Milky Way, which constituted a major
building block of the Milky Way halo, and played a major
role in the formation of the Milky Way.

14:35 (AWST) / 16:35 (AEST)
Webster Prize: A twist in the tail: extreme anisotropic mass
loss revealed in new colliding-wind binary Apep
Joseph Callingham

Abstract (click to expand)
The luminous, massive Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars are thought
to be immediate precursors to core-collapse supernovae.
Despite the intrinsic rarity of stars in this ephemeral phase,
understanding the physics of WR mass loss and evolution
has broad ramifications for Galactic astronomy due to their
intense winds and mass loss. WR stars can be found in
binary systems where dust formation is wrapped into a
spiral by the orbital motion of the system. In this talk I will
present the discovery of a new binary WR system which
displays a host of extraordinary features, from
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exceptionally strong radio, infrared, and X-ray emission to
a spectroscopic windspeed of ~3500 km/s. However,
proper motion studies of the 12″ spiral dust plume reveal
an expansion of only ~500 km/s. I will show the solution to
this severe contradiction in system velocities lies in a
unique double WR binary composition and a new wind-
launch mechanism capable of producing an extreme
latitude-dependent wind asymmetry, implying this system
could be a local long-duration gamma-ray burst progenitor.

15:00 (AWST) / 17:00 (AEST)
Role of extreme events in Galactic chemical evolution
Maria Bergemann

Abstract (click to expand)
The Milky Way is host to a few hundred billion stars. Of
them, about 10 million, less than 0.01%, have so far been
mapped by large-scale spectroscopic surveys, such as
SDSS, Gaia-ESO, GALAH, and LAMOST. I will show how
we can use the detailed chemical composition of stars – a
key product of these observational programs – to constrain
the history of chemical enrichment in the Galaxy. I will
focus on the elements of the iron group and heavier. The
synthesis of these elements requires extreme conditions
and is associated with a diversity of astrophysical events,
including core collapse and thermonuclear supernovae,
collapsars, and compact binary mergers. Studying detailed
abundance ratios and their trends in stellar populations
gives us a unique opportunity to constrain the physics of
these events and their stellar progenitor sources. I will
describe recent advances in the field and outline the
perspectives opening with large facilities of the next
decade, such as 4MOST, WEAVE, and SDSS-V.
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